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aggravated by high-quality multimedia 
with gigantic data volume. This situation 
has put pressure on already congested 
microwave and millimeter-wave channels 
that have to be shared among a number 
of applications. As an upper neighbor of 
the millimeter-wave range, the terahertz 
spectrum band, loosely defined between 
0.1 and 10 THz, has been identified as 
potential untapped resources for wireless 
links with vast bandwidths. According 
to the Shannon–Hartley theorem, the 
maximum channel capacity C in bits per 
second is proportional to the bandwidth 
B, as C = B log2(1 + SNR), subject to the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).[1] Thus, a large 
bandwidth at the terahertz band could be 
translated to a large data rate. It is esti-
mated that a terahertz channel can sup-
port wireless data transfer up to 1 Tbit s−1 
with distance reaching a kilometer. To 
put this into perspective, a single uncom-
pressed 4K-resolution video channel takes 
up only 6 Gbit s−1. This capability can be 
discussed against competing free-space 
optical (FSO) communications with car-

riers at much higher frequencies and thus wider absolute band-
width. However, potential hurdles for FSO include eye-safe 
power limit, ambient noise, atmospheric scattering, scintilla-
tion, and more stringent alignment.[2]

Indeed, terahertz communications has its own set of chal-
lenges, predominantly in relation to various power losses. This 
issue could lower the signal quality, i.e., SNR, and thus com-
promising the channel capacity. In particular, operation at tera-
hertz frequencies involves three major types of loss, including 
atmospheric loss, free-space path loss, and material losses. 
Atmospheric loss becomes relatively strong due to the pres-
ence of ambient water vapor that possesses rotational modes in 
the terahertz frequency range.[3] Nevertheless, this issue can be 
largely subdued with the knowledge of atmospheric windows,[4] 
where water-vapor absorption is minimal. On the other hand, 
free-space path loss scales quadratically with frequency. This 
large attenuation can be compensated by using high-directivity 
antennas, to be discussed in Section 5. Ohmic loss unavoidably 
exists in metal-based transmission lines and passive compo-
nents, which are common to microwave and millimeter-wave 
technologies. This factor exacerbates in resonant structures 
and at higher frequencies, where the conductivity drops and 
the skin depth is shallower. Dielectric loss is nonnegligible 
due to a limited number of dielectric materials suitable for 

The terahertz frequency range locates between 0.1 and 10 THz. This range 
accommodates atmospheric windows with staggering absolute bandwidth. 
It holds a potential for point-to-point wireless communications with an 
aggregate capacity reaching terabit per second in a range up to a kilometer. 
This unique capability is envisaged for backhauls between base stations 
and for local area networks. To this end, efficiency and compactness of the 
transceivers are crucial for successful large-scale adoption. However, state-
of-the-art terahertz front ends are based on radio-frequency or photomixing 
technologies that are inefficient, bulky, or complicated. In principle, as a 
neighbor of the microwave and optics domains, the terahertz band can lev-
erage technologies from both sides to overcome those challenges. Recently, 
low-loss integrated circuits based on photonic crystal waveguides are devel-
oped for routing terahertz waves. Here, a progress report on core compo-
nents, including waveguides and diplexers, is presented. Additionally, the 
interfacing of the platform with electronic sources and detectors on one end, 
and with antennas for free-space coupling on the other end, is discussed. 
Currently, the platform can support terahertz communications at a data rate 
over 10 Gbit s−1. Challenges and opportunities are discussed in the light of 
future development in this area.
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Photonic Crystal Waveguides

1. Introduction

Wireless communication has become a new norm for high-
speed data transfer in the last decade. The demand has been 
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microfabrication.[5] As a workaround, existing transceiver chains 
either generate terahertz waves at the point of radiation and/or 
use bulky components such as lenses and hollow waveguides to 
avoid strong confinement.[6] Such implementations increase the 
complexity and cost and restrict the compactness and function-
ality of terahertz platforms.

A new design paradigm is crucial for functional systems 
to reach simplicity and efficiency. In general, a platform for 
routing terahertz waves must be low loss, broadband, inte-
grated, and economical for deployment in large scale. It must 
be able to accommodate basic processes including filtering, 
modulation, and multiplexing. This will enable multilevel 
modulation schemes and multiplexing schemes to maximize 
spectral efficiency. Since the terahertz band is at the crossroad 
between the electronics and photonics domains, this allows to 
leverage and integrate existing techniques from both worlds. 
While electronic sources are self-contained, metal-free photonic 
guiding structures yield low dissipation, suitable for routing 
terahertz waves for complex processing. This concept has led to 
a development of 2D photonic crystal waveguides made of only 
silicon as a platform for terahertz circuits. Dissipation in this 
platform is exceptionally low due to negligible absorption of 
high-resistivity silicon at this frequency range. Unlike its optics 
counterpart, these terahertz waveguides are self-supporting and 
thus require no substrate that could impose extra losses. They  
are fully compatible with standard planar fabrication techno-
logies. The platform has a potential to integrate with various 
passive and active devices for advanced functions, as an 
example in Figure 1. This progress report provides an overview 
on recent developments in this area.

2. Photonic Crystal Waveguides as Terahertz 
Platform

Photonic crystals were originally conceived in the optical regime 
as a means to prohibit propagation modes of light.[8] A crystal 
is typically a periodic combination between two low-loss dielec-
tric materials, one of which could be air. The index contrast of 
the two materials must be sufficiently large and the period in 
the order of a wavelength in order to establish stop-bands or 
the so-called photonic bandgaps that are void of a propagation 
mode. By introducing a local defect into the periodicity, discrete  
photo nic modes can exist therein with strong wave confine-
ment that is suitable for sensing applications.[9] Likewise, a 
line defect in the periodicity can create a waveguiding struc-
ture known as a photonic crystal waveguide. Since this type of 
waveguide can be purely made from dielectric materials, the 
structure is scalable subject to material availability, and ohmic 
loss can be eliminated. Thus, photonic crystal waveguides are 
a promising candidate for routing terahertz waves with high 
efficiency. Diverse designs of waveguides based on this concept 
have been realized across the terahertz spectrum.[10] A promi-
nent example includes nonplanar photonic crystal-cladded 
fibers made of cyclo-olefin copolymer (COC) that demonstrate 
the attenuation less than 0.1 dB cm−1 at 0.6 THz.[11]

For compact routing of terahertz waves, photonic crystal 
waveguides can be implemented in the planar form. Figure 2  
shows an example for this realization.[12] A hexagonal array of 
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air thru-holes is developed into a silicon wafer to form pho-
tonic crystal cladding alongside the guiding channel. This clad 
provides the bandgap effect that results in wave confinement 
in the in-plane dimensions. In the vertical dimension, total 
internal reflection prevents radiation leakage into free space. 

The field distribution in Figure 2b reveals the fundamental 
transverse-electric mode (the electric field is parallel to the 
slab plane) inside this waveguide. Float-zone intrinsic silicon 
with a resistivity in the order of tens of kilo-Ohms is an ideal 
candidate for this purpose. Owing to minimum free carriers 
and impurities, this type of silicon is among the lowest loss 
materials for terahertz waves with the extinction coefficient 
less than 0.01 cm−1 below 1 THz.[13] On top of that, silicon 
has a moderate refractive index of 3.4, resulting in a wide pho-
tonic bandgap.[14] In terms of fabrication, necessary feature 
sizes down to one hundredth of a wavelength can be readily 
developed into crystalline silicon via standard deep reactive 
ion etching.

The performance of silicon-based photonic crystal wave-
guides was characterized by using a continuous-wave elec-
tronic system.[12] As seen in Figure 3a, the transmittance 
of a 1 cm waveguide is exceptionally high across the range of 
315–340 GHz. In particular, between 326 and 331 GHz, the 
loss is less than 0.1 dB cm−1. Compared with metal-based 
transmission lines, this waveguide exhibits two orders of mag-
nitude lower loss in the same frequency range. Metallic micro-
strip lines and grounded coplanar waveguides exhibit attenu-
ation as high as 10 dB cm−1 around 300 GHz, even though 
low-loss COC was used as a dielectric spacer.[15] For the pho-
tonic crystal waveguide, the photonic bandgap is not present 
below 301 GHz, and this results in the cutoff of the waveguide 
mode such that no transmission occurs below 315 GHz. Above 
340 GHz, a higher-order mode coexists in this waveguide, and 
the fundamental mode is above the air light line. Hence, a frac-
tion of energy can leak by means of coupling with the other 
mode or into free space. In theory, photonic crystal waveguides 
can accomplish tight bending with low loss. For this waveguide 
design, it is possible to achieve 60° corner with a minimum 
bending loss of 0.2 dB per bend between 320 and 330 GHz.

As can be seen in Figure 3b, the group delay is strongly 
dispersive near the waveguide mode cutoff around 315 GHz, 
where the propagation mode starts to develop inside the wave-
guide and thus the direction of the wave vector varies rapidly 
with frequency. At higher frequencies, the group delay becomes 
relatively flat. In principle, dispersion limits the transmission 
bandwidth. As shown in Figure 3c, around 330 GHz where the 
transmission loss is extremely low, the available bandwidth is 

Figure 1. Example of silicon photonic crystal integrated circuit for terahertz communications with frequency-division diplexing. All necessary terahertz 
components can be built into this platform. Reproduced with permission.[7] Copyright 2016, The Optical Society.

Figure 2. Photonic crystal waveguide for terahertz waves. a) Top-view 
diagram and b) corresponding field distribution at 330 GHz. The entire 
waveguide is made of a perforated silicon wafer with a thickness of 
200 µm. The lattice constant a equals 240 µm. Since crystalline silicon is 
rigid, the platform is self-sustaining. The indicated dimensions are for the 
operation within 300–400 GHz.
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up to 10 GHz. At 360 GHz where the propagation loss is up 
to 3 dB cm−1, the bandwidth reaches its maximum of 40 GHz 
due to the low dispersion. In order to observe the effect of  

dispersion on the communications, this waveguide platform 
was experimentally characterized for its maximum transmis-
sion bit rate at different carrier frequencies. On the trans-
mitter side, a beating optical signal from two continuous-wave 
laser diodes was amplitude-modulated by a pseudorandom bit 
stream, and then converted to a terahertz signal via a unitrave-
ling-carrier photodiode (UTC-PD) that detects the beat enve-
lope. This terahertz signal was transmitted across the photonic 
crystal waveguide before being detected by a Schottky barrier 
diode (SBD). As can be seen in Figure 3d, the bit rate increases 
gradually until reaching the system limitation. At 340 GHz, the 
maximum error-free bit rate equals 19 Gbit s−1.

3. Frequency-Division Multiplexing

Frequency-division multiplexing is an important function to 
capitalize full benefits of a vast terahertz spectral band. Par-
ticularly, this multiplexing scheme allows to modulate multiple 
carriers at a low speed that does not exceed the bandwidth of 
modulators and detectors, while maintaining a high aggregate 
transmission capacity potentially up to terabit per second. In 
addition, with multiplexing, multiple individual channels can 
share the same terahertz frontend to reduce the overall size and 
complexity. This capability is readily integrable in the photonic 
crystal circuit in the form of compact diplexers. A diplexer 
can be designed based on the concept of a directional coupler 
that is constructed from two photonic crystal waveguides run-
ning close by in parallel. In this setting, a single propagation 
mode degenerates into odd and even modes with different 
wavenumbers, controlled by the coupling strength between the 
two waveguides. The phase difference between the two modes 
thus depends on the coupling strength, coupling length, and 
frequency, and it determines energy balance between the two 
output ports. Therefore, a directional coupler can function to 
completely transfer energy from one waveguide to the other 
within a specific frequency band. The frequency dependence of 
the coupler suggests that it can work as a diplexer to separate or 
combine signals in two spectral bands.

Figure 4a shows an implementation of two photonic crystal 
diplexers in tandem to function as a triplexer, with the resulting 
spectral responses in Figure 4b. Specifically, the first diplexer 
forwards the frequency components around 325 GHz to  

Adv. Optical Mater. 2018, 6, 1800401

Figure 3. Characteristics of photonic crystal waveguide in relation to data 
transfer. The waveguide length is 1 cm. a) Propagation loss. b) Simu-
lated group delay. c) Bandwidth determined from the group delay disper-
sion. d) Measurable bit rate for error-free communications with on–off 
keying. The system limitation is dictated by the output terahertz power of 
a UTC-PD and the response speed of an SBD detector. Reproduced with 
permission.[14] Copyright 2017, The Laser Society of Japan.

Figure 4. Frequency-division triplexer realized on the photonic crystal platform. a) Fabricated sample showing two diplexers connected in series. The 
sharp tails are used for coupling to hollow rectangular waveguides of the measurement system. b) Frequency-dependent transmittance profiles for the 
three output ports excited by Port 1. The bandwidth is marked at 3 dB transmission.
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Port 2, while the second diplexer forwards the components 
around 335 GHz to Port 4. Other frequency components sup-
ported by the guided mode remain on the waveguide and exit 
at Port 3. Each diplexer requires a short coupling length of 
about one wavelength or four times the lattice constant only, 
and the bandwidth is around 1.6%, which is relatively large 
for such a diplexer. This can be achieved by optimizing the 
coupling strength, or in other words the spacing and air hole 
radii between the two parallel waveguides.[7,16] The frequency 
selectivity of the diplexer can be improved by exploiting the fre-
quency-dependent nature of the photonic crystal waveguides. 
As can be seen from Figure 4b, the isolation between ports is 
15 dB or higher. The insertion loss is low, owing to low dis-
sipation of the waveguides. Based on similar diplexer designs, 
multichannel data transmission has been demonstrated.[7,16]

4. Integration of Active Components

Active components underpin a myriad of functionalities, 
including terahertz signal generation, external modulation, 
frequency multiplication, and homodyne and heterodyne detec-
tion. Many active components in the form of compact epitaxial 
semiconductors can be integrated with the photonic crystal 
platform. An incidental benefit is that the platform can be an 
excellent thermal sink due to the high thermal conductivity of 
silicon. A recent progress on this front focuses upon integra-
tion of terahertz sources and detectors, or more specifically 
resonant-tunneling diodes (RTDs).[17] A key challenge lies in 
mode and impedance matching between the device and the 
waveguide for maximum coupling efficiency. As an example, an 
RTD-based detector has been integrated with a high-Q photonic 
crystal cavity to realize a compact thin-film sensing platform.[18] 
As shown in Figure 5, an RTD chip was mounted directly onto 
a photonic crystal waveguide, where evanescent coupling takes 
place with a coupling efficiency of less than 0.1%. Nevertheless, 
the measurable Q factor of the cavity above 10 000 at 318 GHz 
highlights the exceptionally low dissipation and high spectral 

resolution of the platform. For terahertz communications, an 
RTD detector was attached to the waveguide to demonstrate 
error-free data rate of 3 Gbit s−1 at 300 GHz.[19] A more com-
plex configuration is a terahertz transceiver that involves two 
RTDs, one as transmitter and the other as receiver at different 
frequency bands.[20] The transmission was successfully demon-
strated despite low coupling efficiency. With the aid of a planar 
tapered antenna,[21] the simulated coupling efficiency between 
an RTD and a photonic crystal waveguide was improved to 
more than 50% with a 3 dB bandwidth of 67 GHz.[22]

5. Antennas for Free-Space Coupling

Antennas are vital for coupling guided waves in the photonic 
crystal waveguide with free-space waves. For terahertz wire-
less communications, an antenna together with its feed has 
to be designed around unique requirements in relation to 
several factors including bandwidth, efficiency, radiation gain, 
and compactness. One consideration for terahertz antennas 
is the broadband capability to capitalize vast bandwidth avail-
able in this spectral range for high-speed data transfer. As an 
example, an antenna operating across an atmospheric window 
spanning 200 and 300 GHz must have a relative bandwidth of 
at least 40%, over which the radiation pattern should remain 
reasonably stable. From the fabrication perspective, it is 
appealing to create a planar terahertz antenna from the same 
silicon wafer used to build the photonic crystal waveguide. 
This approach ensures compactness and integrability. Impor-
tantly, an antenna created from such a low-loss dielectric 
material can circumvent notorious ohmic loss that is accentu-
ated in resonant systems and thus detrimental to the radia-
tion efficiency. Thus, unconventional antenna designs are 
crucial in order to fulfill the requirements specific to terahertz  
wireless applications.

The radiation gain of antenna is another important aspect 
in terahertz communications.[23] Typically, for wireless com-
munications, an omnidirectional antenna is preferred over 
a directional one, owing to the extent of signal coverage and 
the ease of alignment. However, such a scenario is not appli-
cable to terahertz links, due to the limited power available 
from terahertz sources and the increasing free-space path loss 
at this high-frequency range. This situation is best formulated 
via the simplified Friis transmission equation that relates the 
transmitted power Pt and received power Pr via[24]

λ
π

= 



4

r

2

r t tP
R

G G P

Here, Gt and Gr are for the absolute gain of transmitting 
and receiving antennas, R for the distance between the trans-
mitter and receiver, and λ for the operation wavelength. The 
equation assumes that the antenna pair is impedance-matched 
and polarization-matched. The term (4πR/λ)2 is related to the 
free-space path loss. At 300 GHz or 1 mm wavelength, for wave 
propagation over the distance of 10 m, this loss makes up a 
majority of the link budget with 100 dB. Every order of mag-
nitude increment in the distance incurs an additional 20 dB of 
loss. Provided the limited transmitted power Pt, this loss results 

Figure 5. Integration of RTD with photonic crystal waveguide. Repro-
duced with permission.[18] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.
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in a low SNR at the receiver, and thus a low channel capacity. 
High-gain antennas are therefore necessary to counterbalance 
the path loss at the cost of stringent point-to-point alignment.

So far different types of silicon-based antennas and scat-
terers have been implemented to serve the photonic crystal 
platform. They have been inspired by concepts originating 
either in the optics or microwave domain. An earliest imple-
mentation adopted a grating coupler that is widely used in 
optics. Also seen from Figure 1, a flaring photonic crystal wave-
guide was decorated with a series of grooves with a period close 
to a guide wavelength. This periodic loading results in scattered 
waves that are constructive in an oblique direction. A thru-hole 
grating yielded coupling efficiency of only 5%, while an opti-
mized blind-hole design could reach the efficiency of 60%.[20] 
The remaining energy was either unscattered, reflected, or 
projected into the bottom-half space. Common to diffraction 
gratings, the radiation is subject to beam squint, i.e., frequency-
dependent radiation angle, owing to the phase-matching con-
dition. This spatial dispersion of the beam limits the relative 
bandwidth at a fixed angle to a few percent. While such a small 
relative bandwidth translates to a large absolute bandwidth at 
optical frequencies, this bandwidth is far below most require-
ments at terahertz frequencies.

Other terahertz antennas designed for the photonic crystal 
waveguide perform end-fire radiation, i.e., in the same direc-
tion as the guided waves. One design involves the concept of 
dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) that originated from the 
microwave community.[25] In contrast to metallic resonator 
antennas, DRAs rely on oscillating displacement currents in a 
low-loss dielectric material for their operation.[26] For this par-
ticular implementation, the antenna was made of silicon in a 
cylindrical shape that terminates the waveguide. The maximum 
radiation gain was 10.6 dBi, and the impedance bandwidth was 
around 6%. Although the antenna footprint is compact, the 
relative bandwidth is not satisfactory for broadband operation. 
This issue is partly due to the resonance nature of this antenna 
type. As an alternative, nonresonant traveling-wave antennas 
become a viable solution. A dielectric rod antenna falls into this 
category since the antenna is tapered to gradually leak a guided 
mode into free space. Again this type of antenna can be purely  
made of silicon and integral to the waveguide. A large effec-
tive aperture for high radiation gain can be formed by either 
extending the rod length or to combine multiple rods in 
an array. Here, the latter choice was preferred to preserve 
mechanical integrity. As shown in Figure 6, this rod array 
attained over 20 dBi absolute gain across 315–390 GHz in the 
end-fire direction.[27] This level of gain is close to 22 dBi of a 
standard horn antenna.

6. Outlook

The terahertz integrated platform based on photonic crystals is 
still in its infancy. Much work is yet to be done in relation to 
its performance and functionality toward practical applications. 
With regard to the waveguides themselve, although dissipation 
loss is negligible with silicon, radiation and mode-conversion 
losses need to be addressed. Dispersion is another factor that 
precludes ultra-high-speed transmission. Both the losses and 

dispersion could be solved by engineering photonic crystals. 
For diplexers, their bandwidth, isolation, and insertion loss 
could be improved via optimization. Currently, data modulation 
is carried out at the source. Migrating modulation to the plat-
form can lead to greater functionality and compactness. Silicon 
lends itself to modulation via carrier injection, but the response 
rate is limited by the carrier recombination time. Trap-assisted 
recombination can result in a faster modulation speed. RTDs 
are presently used as integrated detectors, and maximizing 
coupling efficiency is a goal of current research. Integration of 
RTDs as terahertz sources needs more careful consideration 
due to external feedback that could interfere with their sta-
bility.[28] Mixers could be integrated in order to perform modu-
lation and heterodyne detection on the platform. Dynamic or 
nonlinear responses could be attained by integration of some 
tunable materials such as phase-change materials or liquid 
crystals. As for antennas, radiation toward the broadside direc-
tion with enhanced gain is desirable for many applications, and 
this could be realized with 2D antenna arrays. On top of that, 
polarization diversity of antennas is vital to increase channel 
capacity via polarization multiplexing. Finally, multilayer plat-
forms enabled by advanced fabrication can add degrees of 
freedom to control electromagnetic waves.[29]

7. Conclusion

In summary, we have discussed silicon-based photonic crystal 
waveguides as a future integrated platform for terahertz com-
munications. The guiding mechanism involves the photonic 
bandgap effect that yields strong field confinement and thus 
compactness of the platform. The waveguides are created only 
from float-zone silicon that has very low dissipation for terahertz 
waves and is fully compatible with planar fabrication technolo-
gies. Hence, the efficiency and cost of the platform are competi-
tive compared with other conventional approaches. In addition 
to routing broadband terahertz waves with high efficiency, the 
platform is able to accommodate a myriad of integrated compo-
nents for various functionalities. To this end, we have discussed 
the integration of diplexers, active components, and high-gain 
broadband antennas. Reaching practicality requires further 

Adv. Optical Mater. 2018, 6, 1800401

Figure 6. Normalized radiation pattern of dielectric rod antenna array. 
The radiation pattern is at 330 GHz, where the maximum absolute gain 
equals 22 dBi.
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improvement in the performance of the waveguides and aux-
iliary components, and development of additional components 
including filters, oscillators, modulators, and isolators. An ulti-
mate system will be able to perform sophisticated processes to 
increase spectral efficiency in terahertz communications. In 
addition to being radio-frequency front ends, the platform can 
also complete a last-mile link by direct interfacing with radio-
over-fiber technology. The applicability of this platform extends 
beyond terahertz communications. Near-field and far-field 
sensing can enjoy the same benefits in relation to efficiency 
and compactness. Importantly, the platform is readily scalable 
to higher terahertz frequencies to capitalize larger absolute 
bandwidth there.
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